J-Pod Scavenger Hunt
Kiki, a young orca, and her mother have been separated from their pod.
Can you help reunite them with their family?
Follow Kiki and her mom to 10 different
locations in Port Townsend.
Along the way you will learn a lot about
orcas, and the chance to win a whale
watching trip to see orcas in real life.
The first part of Kiki's story is in the Visitor
Information Center.
It will tell you where to go next.
Orcas are naturally curious about new
environments. You will need to make like an
orca and explore each location to find the
next part of Kiki's story.
Read the story carefully to find the answers you need.
When you have the answer pick up a trading card for each of the J-Pod orcas
that you find by showing this answer sheet in each location.
Collect them all to create your own pocket pod, while supplies last.
The first two participants to turn in a complete and correct answer sheet will win a
whale watching trip! On June 24th all correct answer sheets will be put into a
prize drawing to win additional prizes.
You have until June 23rd to reunite J-Pod and answer all the questions.
Rules:
• Visit the 10 locations
• At each stop answer an orca related question and record it on this sheet
• Show your answer sheet to collect J-Pod Trading Cards
• Hand in your complete answer sheet to Puget Sound Express by June 23rd
Please note: The participating locations have different opening hours; you may
not be able to complete the hunt in one day.

Good luck!
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J-Pod Scavenger Hunt
Answer these 9 questions to win a
chance to see J-Pod in the wild
Location 1:
The Visitor Center
How much does a new
born orca weigh?

Location 2:

Location 3:

How many orcas are in
J-Pod?

How many salmon
does an adult orca
need to eat each day?

Location 4:

Location 5:

Location 6:

What is Kiki’s mom
warning her about?

Name a difference
between a transient
and resident orca.

What clan is J-Pod
part of?

Location 7:

Location 8:

Location 9:

What is the symbol of
the Port Gamble
S’Klallam Tribe?

Name two ways to
identify orcas

How far away do boats
need to stay from
orcas?

Port Townsend Orca Festival
June 3rd: Day of the Orca
June 24th: Summer Kick off & Beach Party
Month of June: Orca Selfies

PTOrcaFest.com
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